
 Foundation GCSE Mathematics 
 
Ref : 2.1/1 – Simple Multiplication and Division 

 
Name : 

 
Answer these questions mentally 
 
1.  What is the cost of : 
  
(a)  6 pencils @ 9p each  
(b) 7 erasers @ 7p each 
(c)  9 rulers @ 8p each 
(d)  7 pens @ 6p each 
(e)  5 crayons @ 9p each 
   

 
(a)__________________p 
 
(b)__________________p 
 
(c)__________________p 
 
(d)__________________p 
 
(e)__________________p 
 

2.  Brian has 6 sweets.  Susan has 4 times as many.  How  
    many sweets does Susan have? 

 
Ans______________sweets 
 

3.  A model car is 7 cm long.  A model lorry is 9 times longer. 
    How long is the lorry? 

 
Ans________________cm 
 

4.  Short Street has 9 houses.  Long Street has 4 times as  
    many.  How many houses are in Long Street? 

 
Ans_____________houses 
 

5.  Oranges cost 8p. Mangoes cost 4 times as much.  How  
   much does a mango cost? 

 
Ans__________________p 
 

6. Sarah has 6 crayons.  Paul has 8 times as many. How 
    many crayons does Paul have? 

 
Ans_____________crayons 
 

7.  Mrs Brown has 63 sweets which she shares among 7  
    children.  How many does each child receive? 

 
Ans______________sweets 
 

8.  24 cm of string is cut into 3 equal  pieces.  How long is each piece?  
Ans_________________cm 
 

9.  Brian cuts 56 cm of wood into 8 equal pieces.  How long is 
    each piece? 

 
Ans_________________cm 
 

10. Farmer Giles has 24 cows which he divides equally  
     among his 4 fields.  How many cows are in each field? 

 
Ans________________cows 
 

11. At the stables 48 kg of feed is shared equally among 6 
      horses.  How much feed does each horse receive? 

 
Ans_________________kg 
 

12. 32g of butter is required to make 4 cakes.  How much is 
      required for each cake?  

 
Ans__________________g 
 

13. 35 people ride in taxis that can carry 5 people each.  
      How many taxis are required? 

 
Ans_______________taxis 
 

14. 42 railway coaches are connected to 7 locomotives.  How 
     many coaches are in each train? 

 
Ans_____________coaches 
 

15. Sarah is 35 years old.  She is 7 times older than her daughter.  How 
old is her daughter? 

 

 
Ans_______________years 
 

16. Edward is 72 years old.  He is 9 times older than his 
      grandson.  How old is his grandson? 

 
Ans_______________years 
 

 


